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Abstract

Regularization is an effective way to promote
the generalization performance of machine
learning models. In this paper, we focus on
label smoothing, a form of output distribution
regularization that prevents overfitting of a
neural network by softening the ground-truth
labels in the training data in an attempt to
penalize overconfident outputs. Existing ap-
proaches typically use cross-validation to im-
pose this smoothing, which is uniform across
all training data. In this paper, we show that
such label smoothing imposes a quantifiable
bias in the Bayes error rate of the training
data, with regions of the feature space with
high overlap and low marginal likelihood hav-
ing a lower bias and regions of low overlap and
high marginal likelihood having a higher bias.
These theoretical results motivate a simple
objective function for data-dependent smooth-
ing to mitigate the potential negative conse-
quences of the operation while maintaining
its desirable properties as a regularizer. We
call this approach Structural Label Smoothing
(SLS). We implement SLS and empirically val-
idate on synthetic, Higgs, SVHN, CIFAR-10,
and CIFAR-100 datasets. The results con-
firm our theoretical insights and demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method in
comparison to traditional label smoothing.

1 Introduction

Regularization methods such as dropout [1], weight
decay [2], `1-penalization [3, 4, 5], and batch normal-
ization [6] have proven to be an effective means of
improving the generalization ability of neural networks
by constraining the weights of the model or acting on
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Figure 1: Illustration of the smoothing strength inference:
(a) Original training data with optimal decision boundary
in yellow � (b) Cluster the training data � (c) Estimate
the BER of each cluster � (d) Infer the smoothing strength
imposed on each cluster. Clusters near the optimal de-
cision boundary are regularized with stronger smoothing
strengths.

hidden activations. However, these methods are intri-
cately tied to the specific parameterization and/or the
loss criterion of the model in question. A set of comple-
mentary approaches penalizes the output distribution
of the neural network by either implicitly or explic-
itly modifying the training labels. Examples of these
methods include label smoothing [7], label flipping [8],
and low-entropy output distribution penalization [9].
The implementation of this family of methods has the
advantage of being invariant to the parameterization
of the network and to the loss criterion used to iden-
tify the optimal weights. As such, these regularizers
can be implemented as wrappers around any existing
optimizer without requiring modifications to the loss
function. The existing literature on output distribution
regularization [7, 8, 9] does not consider the effect of
label modifications on the original data distribution.
In this paper, we focus on label smoothing since label
flipping and entropy penalization can be cast as label
smoothing methods. In traditional label smoothing,
the level of smoothing is chosen to be uniform across
all training samples and is typically chosen via cross-
validation. This runs the risk of regularizing certain
parts of the feature space too aggressively while not
sufficiently regularizing others; e.g., training samples
far from the decision boundary may not require the
same level of output distribution regularization as those
that are near the boundary. This also runs the risk of
softening the labels too aggressively and biasing the
learning algorithm; in fact, a line of work [10, 11, 12, 13]
experimentally shows the adverse impact of label noise
on model performance.

In this paper, we first analyze the effects of la-
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bel smoothing on the training data distribution and
then derive an algorithm for optimal, data-dependent
smoothing dubbed structural label smoothing (SLS).
We first derive a loose constraint on how aggressively
we can smooth labels before we change the optimal
decision boundary between classes. Then we derive an
expression for the Bayes error rate (BER) bias in the
training data induced by label smoothing. Finally, we
use these results to devise a simple objective function
to estimate a distribution of smoothing strength values
over different regions of the feature space that miti-
gates this bias. A high-level overview of the process
for deriving the smoothing strength distribution over
different regions in the feature space is illustrated in
Figure 1.

There are several benefits to this approach: (1) The
smoothing strength is computed before network train-
ing thus SLS circumvents additional computation dur-
ing training. (2) The smoothing strength is correlated
with the amount of overlap between class distributions
and thus is consistent with the intuition that regions
of greater class overlap require higher regularization
strength. (3) It can be implemented as a wrapper
around any existing optimizer as it does not require a
modification of the cost function, i.e. only the training
label values are modified. We evaluate the SLS against
the uniform label smoothing (ULS) from [7] on syn-
thetic data, Higgs, SVHN, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100
datasets. The results show the effectiveness of SLS
when compared against traditional ULS.

2 Related Work

Related work on regularization The previous work
most relevant to our approach is the existing work on
output distribution regularization that we describe in
the introduction [7, 8, 9]. Other relevant work in-
cludes the paper in [14] that directly exploits the struc-
ture of the feature space and introduces the concept
of “structural granularity”, with which they propose
a structural-regularized support vector machine (SR-
SVM) for classification problems. However, their work
is focused on SVMs and does not readily extend to
other learning algorithms. Furthermore, in contrast
to our proposed approach, their approach requires a
modification to the underlying cost function.

Several other approaches to regularization use the struc-
ture of the data either implicitly or explicitly. A family
of models regularizes implicitly by using the complexity
of the class decision boundary. Examples include pair-
ing logits of training samples with either adversarial
samples or other clean samples [15], constraining the
curvature of decision boundary for a classifier [16], or
relating dropout to Rademacher complexity [17]. An-
other family of regularizers use the structure of the

data itself. For example, in [18], the authors use the
“tag structure” inherent in language data as regulariza-
tion. Similarly, in [19], the authors exploit multi-task
structure in data for regularization. All of these meth-
ods either implicitly or explicitly relate regularization
strength to the structure of the data. However, the
additional computations during each training iteration
for each of these methods are relatively demanding. In
contrast, the approach we propose does not require
any modifications to the underlying optimizer. The
computational overhead comes from a one-time compu-
tation of the label softening strength before the model
is trained.

Bayes error rate (BER) estimation Intuitively, re-
gions of the feature space with high overlap may involve
more complex decision boundaries as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1(a) and (c); thus they have greater risk of over-
fitting. In this paper, we use a non-parametric bound
on the BER to characterize the overlap between dis-
tributions and to derive our smoothing strength. Two
recent papers [20, 21] have shown that the BER can
be bounded by Henze-Penrose (HP) divergence [22],
which can be estimated by counting the number of
edges connecting different classes in a Euclidean min-
imum spanning tree (MST). We use this divergence
measure to devise the proposed structural regularizer
adaptive to data.

Label smoothing, regularizer or label noise? La-
bel smoothing, a form of output distribution regu-
larization prevents overfitting of a neural network by
softening the ground-truth labels to penalize overconfi-
dent outputs [7, 9]. The recent research [23] on la-
bel smoothing empirically reveals that it improves
model calibration. As we show, label smoothing is
similar to label flipping [8]; several papers have studied
the negative effects of label flipping on model perfor-
mance [10, 11, 12, 13]. In this paper, we quantify the
distortion induced by the label smoothing and show
that this bias is dependent on the statistical structure
of the data. Then we devise an algorithm for smoothing
such that this bias is mitigated.

3 Methodology

Label smoothing inevitably distorts the training data
distribution to penalize overconfident outputs. In this
section, we first describe the uniform label smooth-
ing (ULS) proposed in [7] and study the distortion
effects of the label smoothing by analyzing the bias
this method induces with respect to the BER. Finally,
using these insights, we devise a simple objective func-
tion to determine a distribution of smoothing strengths
over the feature space such that the bias in the BER
is minimized.
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3.1 Uniform Label Smoothing (ULS)

Given N training examples S = {x1, ...,xN} corre-
sponding to a K-class classification problem, a neural
network, parameterized by θ, computes the probability
Pθ(k|x) of label k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} being assigned to train-
ing example x and compares this to the labels from
the training data using a cross-entropy loss,

L(θ) = − 1

N

N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

q(k|xn) log(Pθ(k|xn)), (1)

where q(k|x) is a one-hot encoding scheme for the labels
and defined as q(k|x) = χk,t; χk,t for ground-truth class
label t is an indicator that is 1 if k = t and 0 otherwise.
It has been shown that the one-hot distribution over
the K labels has the effect of training the network to
be overconfident [7, 8, 9]. The authors in [7] propose
to smooth ground-truth labels by modifying the one-
hot distribution to the smoothed label distribution
q̂(k|x) = (1− ε)χk,t + εu(k), where ε is the smoothing
strength and u(k) = 1

K is a fixed uniform distribution
for all labels.

We observe that this approach is similar to the label
flipping regularizer [8] which modifies the ground-truth
labels to any of the other classes uniformly with proba-
bility ε 1

K . Said another way, this approach maintains
the correct label with probability (1− α) and switches
to one of the other labels with probability α

K−1 , where
α = εK−1K . In this case, the expected distribution over
labels for label flipping is exactly the same as in the
label smoothing case.

3.2 Bayes Error Rate (BER) Bias

Given K original class-conditional distributions in the
training data {P (x|y = 1), P (x|y = 2), . . . , P (x|y =
K)} each with prior probability Pk = P (y = k) and
defining [K] = {1, . . . ,K}, the BER, R, of the original
data distributions is

R = 1−
∫

max
k∈[K]

P (y = k|x)P (x)dx, (2)

where P (y = k|x) = PkP (x|y=k)
P (x) is the posterior proba-

bility at x and P (x) is the marginal distribution. For
our analysis, it is helpful to define the point-wise BER,

R(x) = 1− max
k∈[K]

P (y = k|x). (3)

As discussed in Section 3.1, label smoothing with uni-
form smoothing strength α is the same as flipping labels
with probability α in expectation. We use this equiva-
lence to derive our results. For the sake of generality,
in our analysis we make the label flipping probability
data dependent. That is, we define the probability of
flipping a label for data point x as α̂(x). Based on the

equivalence of label smoothing and label flipping, the
conditional posterior probability P̂ (y = k|x) after label
smoothing with data-dependent strength α̂(x) is,

P̂ (y = k|x) = [1− α̂(x)]P (y = k|x)

+ α̂(x)

∑
i 6=k P (y = i|x)
K − 1

(4)

This is simply a mixture of posteriors under the as-
sumption that the label for training sample x is correct
with probability 1− α̂(x) or flipped to any of the other
classes with probability α̂(x). If a label is flipped, each
of the remaining classes are equally likely.

The smoothing factor, α̂(x), controls the optimal de-
cision boundary for the smoothed distribution. As
we outlined in Section 2, there is a line of work [10,
11, 12, 13] that highlights the negative impact of ag-
gressive label modification. We first begin by ad-
dressing the following natural question: If we let
T = argmaxi{P (y = i|x))}, under what constraints on
α̂(x) can we ensure that T = argmaxi{P̂ (y = i|x))}?
For this analysis, we analyze the difference between the
optimal class and all other classes for the smoothed
posterior,
P̂ (y = T |x)− P̂k 6=T (y = k|x)

= [1− α̂(x)][P (y = T |x)− Pk 6=T (y = k|x)]

+ α̂(x)

[∑
i 6=T P (y = i|x)−

∑
i 6=k P (y = i|x)

K − 1

]
=

[
1− α̂(x)− α̂(x)

K − 1

]
[P (y = T |x)− Pk 6=T (y = k|x)]︸ ︷︷ ︸

>0

> 0 =⇒ α̂(x) <
K − 1

K
(5)

This shows that having α̂(x) < K−1
K preserves

the decision boundary after label smoothing since
argmaxi{P̂ (y = i|x))} = argmaxi{P (y = i|x))}. This
result makes intuitive sense since K−1

K is also the thresh-
old probability for the label flipping scheme to guar-
antee that the “signal" of the ground-truth labels is
stronger than that of the noisy labels; e.g., for the
binary case, the flipping probability should be less than
0.5 to ensure more correct labels than incorrect labels
for a class, thus preserving the correct optimal decision
boundary.

This is a rather loose constraint on the smoothing
strength and it provides no information on how it
should vary in different regions of the feature space.
While this constraint preserves the decision boundary,
it says nothing about how the smoothing distorts the
amount of overlap between class distributions at any
given point, x. For insight into this, we analyze the
BER. The BER after label smoothing, R̂, is

R̂(x) = 1−max
i∈[k]

P̂ (y = i|x) (6)
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The bias between the modified BER R̂ and the original
BER R can then be derived from (3), (4), and (6) as
follows,∣∣∣R− R̂∣∣∣
=

∫ ∣∣∣R(x)− R̂(x)∣∣∣P (x)dx
=

∫ ∣∣∣∣(1− α̂(x))P (y = T |x) + α̂(x)

∑
i 6=k P (y = i|x)
K − 1

− P (y = T |x)
∣∣∣∣P (x)dx

=

∫
α̂(x)

∣∣∣∣1− P (y = T |x)
K − 1

− P (y = T |x)
∣∣∣∣P (x)dx

=

∫
α̂(x)

∣∣∣∣R(x) K

K − 1
− 1

∣∣∣∣P (x)dx. (7)

For the second equality, we use the fact that T =
argmaxi{P (y = i|x))} = argmaxi{P̂ (y = i|x))} if
α̂(x) < K−1

K . Then we integrate over the difference
between the maximum posterior distributions - the
original and the one after label smoothing. From (7),
it is clear that if one retains the original labels (i.e.,
smoothing with α̂(x) = 0), the BER is zero. On the
other hand, if one uses uniform strength smoothing of
α̂(x) = α for all data points, then this imposes high
bias at points with low original BER R(x) and high
marginal likelihood P (x).

3.3 Structural Label Smoothing (SLS)

3.3.1 Choice of Smoothing Strength

In light of (7), we devise a simple objective function
that will allow us to choose the smoothing strength
α̂(x) on labels for regularization as well as reduce the
BER bias to realize structural label smoothing (SLS):

minimize
α̂(x)

∫
(α̂(x)− α)2P (x)dx

+ β

∫
α̂(x)

∣∣∣∣R(x) K

K − 1
− 1

∣∣∣∣P (x)dx
subject to

∫
α̂(x)P (x) = α (8)

where the first term and second term in the R.H.S.
are the variance of the smoothing strength and the
BER bias respectively. The user-defined parameters
α and β control the average smoothing strength and
BER bias reduction strength. Indeed, computing the
conditional BER R(x) for each data point is impossible
for real-world data. We instead propose to estimate the
BER at a cluster level using the algorithm described in
Section 3.3.2 and replace the conditional BER R(x) at
each data point with the BER Rc of the cth cluster to
which the data point belongs. To this end, we rewrite
the objective function in cluster form:

minimize
α̂c

∑
c

(α̂c − α)2wc + β
∑
c

α̂c

∣∣∣∣Rc K

K − 1
− 1

∣∣∣∣wc
subject to

∑
c

α̂cwc = α (9)

where α̂c stands for the smoothing strength imposed on
the cth cluster, and wc estimates P (x) using the ratio of
the number of samples that fall in that cluster over all
samples in the data. We can view clusters as cohesive
regions of the feature space; our algorithm imposes a
uniform smoothing strength within each cluster based
on this cost function. The cost function has two terms
and a constraint. The constraint imposes an average
smoothing level, α, across all samples. This first term
in the cost function constrains the weighted variance
of the smoothing strength such that it doesn’t vary
greatly from cluster to cluster. The second term in
the cost function imposes the additional constraint to
reduce the bias in the BER in each cluster. The cost
function in (9) has a closed form solution given by

α̂i=α+
β

2

(∑
c

∣∣∣∣Rc K

K − 1
− 1

∣∣∣∣wc − ∣∣∣∣Ri K

K − 1
− 1

∣∣∣∣)
)
.

(10)
Observe that setting β to zero results in α̂c = α, which
is the traditional uniform label smoothing scheme. In-
creasing β results in cluster-dependent smoothing that
aims to reduce the BER subject to the average smooth-
ing strength α. All other things equal, the cost function
above favors large α̂c for clusters with higher Rc. This
is aligned with the intuition that clusters with high Rc
near the decision boundary require stronger regulariza-
tion.

3.3.2 Estimation of Bayes Error Rate (BER)

As is clear from Section 3.3.1, SLS requires knowledge of
the BER in different regions of the feature space. This is
usually difficult to estimate. However, we will leverage
a recent line of work [21, 20] that proposes to bound the
BER non-parametrically based on the Henze-Penrose
(HP) divergence [22]. The Henze-Penrose divergence
Dij between class i and j with prior label probability
Pi and Pj is given by

Dij =
1

4PijPji

(∫
PijP (x|y = i)− PjiP (x|y = j)

PijP (x|y = i) + PjiP (x|y = j)
dx

−(Pij − Pji)2
)
, (11)

where Pij = Pi

Pi+Pj
. There is a convenient upper and

lower bound on the pair-wise BER as follows
1

2
− 1

2

√
uij ≤ Rij ≤

1

2
− 1

2
uij (12)

where uij = 4PijPjiDij + (Pij − Pji)2. For the binary
case, where we denote the number of data points for two
classes i and j by Ni and Nj , the HP divergence can be
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estimated as follows. First, we construct a Euclidean
minimal spanning tree (MST) on the data and count
the number of edges that connect points from class i
to class j (denoted as Cij). It was shown in [21] that
1 − Cij Ni+Nj

2NiNj
converges to Dij . The authors in [20]

proposed a generalized bound for the multi-class case
using only one global MST without having to perform
pair-wise estimates of the BER,

R ≥ K − 1

K

1−
1− 2

K

K − 1

K−1∑
i=1

K∑
j=i+1

δij

1/2

,

R ≤ 2

K−1∑
i=1

K∑
j=i+1

δij , (13)

where δij :=
∫ PiPjP (x|y=i)P (x|y=j)

P (x) dx. It was shown

in [20] that Cij

N � δij , where Cij is the number of edges
connecting class i and j in a global MST constructed
on the size N dataset.

This approach provides a means of estimating a bound
on the BER that we can use to derive the optimal
smoothing strength for each cluster. There are two
potential issues with the direct application of the bound
above to our problem. First, the analysis above is
derived for all the data, whereas we are interested in
estimating this quantity for different clusters in the
data. Second, non-parametric methods have a glacially
slow convergence rate for high-dimensional data [24].

To address the first issue, we first cluster the data
and compute the HP divergence for each cluster. The
dataset is clustered into C clusters Xc = {X1, . . . ,XC}.
Next, we estimate the BER bound of each cluster using
either (12) for the binary case or (13) for the multi-
class case. Lastly, we compute the label smoothing
strength α̂c for each cluster using (10) by replacing
the BER with the estimated lower bound. Now each
cluster has a different smoothing strength derived such
that the smoothing bias in the BER of each cluster is
minimized.

The second issue implies that our estimate of the BER
bound based on the HP divergence is biased and impre-
cise for high-dimensional data. This is true, however
we empirically observe that the loss function in (9)
is not sensitive to this as long as the bounds above
capture the trends by cluster (e.g. clusters with high
overlap between class distributions have higher esti-
mated BER bounds and vice versa). As we will see
in Section 4.3, even imprecise estimates of the BER
for clusters are sufficient to mitigate the potentially
negative consequences associated with label smoothing
while maintaining its property as a regularizer.

4 Experimental Results

In the following sections, we compare the performance
of SLS to ULS with a series of experiments on syn-
thetic data, Higgs, SVHN, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-
100 datasets. With the cluster-dependent smoothing
strength α̂c for data cluster Xc, we construct the train-
ing loss for SLS

L̃(θ) = − 1

N

C∑
c=1

Nc∑
nc=1

K∑
knc=1

q̂c(knc
|xnc

)log(Pθ(knc
|xnc

)),

∀xnc ∈ Xc, (14)

where q̂c(knc
|xnc

) =

{
α̂c

K−1 , knc
6= t

1− α̂c, knc
= t

. For each ex-

periment, we set the average smoothing strength α
such that it is the same for both SLS and ULS for a
fair comparison.

4.1 Experiments on Synthetic Data

For the synthetic dataset, we create a binary clas-
sification problem with two classes of data S0 and
S1 generated from a two-dimensional Gaussian mix-
ture model (GMM) S0 ∼

∑6
i=1

1
6N (u0

i ,Σ
0
i ) and S1 ∼∑6

i=1
1
6N (u1

i ,Σ
1
i ) where u0

i and u1
i are mean vectors

and Σ0
i and Σ1

i are covariance matrices of each com-
ponent for class 0 and class 1. Subsequently, we add
126 noisy features with each sampled from a Gaussian
model N (u, σ). In other words, we generate a syn-
thetic 128-dimensional classification problem, where
only 2 of the dimensions are useful for classification.
We independently draw 12000 samples from this distri-
bution for the training set and another 12000 for the
test set. A full description of the parameters used to
generate synthetic dataset is provided in the supple-
mentary material. This dataset is visualized on the
2 useful dimensions in Figure 1(a). To compute the

Figure 2: BER lower bound and the Ground-truth BER.
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cluster smoothing strength α̂c in (9), we use principal
component analysis (PCA) + GMM-based clustering
to divide the training data into 32 clusters. For each
cluster, we estimate the BER lower bound using (12).
Lastly, we compute the smoothing strength αc for each
cluster by replacing the BER in (9) with the estimated
lower bound ranging the average smoothing strength
α from 0.1-0.3 and the strength of the BER reduc-
tion term β from 0.1-0.5. Both the ground-truth and
estimated BER lower bound of each cluster are quan-
titatively shown in Figure 2. As expected, the “lower
bound" does not always lower-bound the BER due to
the finite-sample bias; however, it closely tracks the
trend cluster by cluster.

After smoothing the labels with strength α̂c, we train
a single layer neural network with 256 hidden units
for 2500 epochs with a learning rate of 0.01 using the
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer. We com-
pare the results for models regularized by SLS to two
baselines: training without any regularization and with
the ULS. To further validate that the estimated smooth-

Regularization α β Mean Lowest
None - - 24.82±0.19 24.65
ULS 0.1 - 24.63±0.14 24.50
SLS 0.1 0.1 24.60±0.04 24.56
SLS 0.1 0.2 24.55±0.22 24.20
SLS 0.1 0.3 24.62±0.15 24.40
SLS 0.1 0.4 24.48±0.11 24.29
SLS 0.1 0.5 24.52±0.12 24.42

RevSLS 0.1 0.1 24.92±0.24 24.71
RevSLS 0.1 0.2 25.22±0.23 24.89
RevSLS 0.1 0.3 25.08±0.18 24.83
RevSLS 0.1 0.4 25.35±0.19 25.17
RevSLS 0.1 0.5 25.73±0.08 25.64
ULS 0.2 - 25.02±0.29 24.59
SLS 0.2 0.1 24.68±0.11 24.58
SLS 0.2 0.2 24.42±0.07 24.33
SLS 0.2 0.3 24.46±0.05 24.38
SLS 0.2 0.4 24.45±0.08 24.34
SLS 0.2 0.5 24.46±0.11 24.28

RevSLS 0.2 0.1 25.28±0.25 24.91
RevSLS 0.2 0.2 25.26±0.11 25.08
RevSLS 0.2 0.3 25.43±0.07 25.34
RevSLS 0.2 0.4 25.47±0.10 25.30
RevSLS 0.2 0.5 25.62±0.05 25.56
ULS 0.3 - 25.67±0.13 25.47
SLS 0.3 0.1 24.97±0.14 24.78
SLS 0.3 0.2 24.58±0.08 24.48
SLS 0.3 0.3 24.55±0.03 24.53
SLS 0.3 0.4 24.76±0.09 24.65
SLS 0.3 0.5 24.75±0.04 24.70

RevSLS 0.3 0.1 25.61±0.13 25.40
RevSLS 0.3 0.2 25.44±0.17 25.27
RevSLS 0.3 0.3 25.63±0.12 25.45
RevSLS 0.3 0.4 25.85±0.05 25.85
RevSLS 0.3 0.5 26.03±0.05 25.97

Table 1: Test error rate (%) for the synthetic dataset with
best algorithms highlighted in bold for each smoothing
strength α.

ing strength in (9) is rational, we reverse the order of α̂c
by swapping the large values of α̂c to the small values
of α̂c and train the neural network with the reversed α̂c
using exactly the same experimental settings as before.
Our expectation is that this would negatively impact
the results. The complete table of results is shown in
Table 1, where SLS denotes structural label smoothing
and RevSLS reversed structural label smoothing.

From Table 1 we observe that training with the SLS
consistently outperforms both training with ULS and
training without regularization for all hyperparameter
values according to the average test error and the lowest
test error. As further validation, training with reversed
SLS increases the test error such that it is higher than
both the corresponding training with ULS and training
without regularization. To further show this, we plot
the test error during training for ULS, SLS and reversed
SLS in Figure 3 for three values of α. The figure shows
that SLS not only performs the best but also converges
faster than ULS. As expected, the test error for the
reversed SLS increases after a while as the original data
distributions have been largely distorted.

4.2 Experiments on Real Data

4.2.1 Binary classification

Higgs [25] contains 11M instances in two classes with
28 input features for a binary classification task. Fol-
lowing [25], we use the last 500,000 instances of the
dataset as a test set and the rest as a training set.
We uniformly sample 1M instances from the training
set, divide the samples to 128 clusters and use (12)
to estimate the BER lower bound. We use the esti-
mated bound to compute the smoothing strength α̂c
for clusters of the sampled instances. As before, we use
the same α̂c for all samples falling in the same cluster.
We train a 7 layer CNN for 200 epochs with the same
initialization for ULS and SLS and set the smoothing
strength α = 0.2 which yielded the lowest error rate
for both ULS and SLS. The cross-entropy of the test
set for each training epoch for the Higgs data is shown
in Figure 4. The cross-entropy for SLS is consistently
lower and results in a 0.2% error decrement over the
ULS from 23.0% to 22.8%. A thorough examination of
the SLS is reported in section 4.2.2 for a more complex
multiclass classification task.

4.2.2 Multiclass classification

SVHN [26] consists of 73257 training digit images and
26032 testing digit images in 10 classes with a size
of 32× 32. CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [27] consist
of 60000 32× 32 images in 10 classes and 100 classes
respectively with 50000 images for training and 10000
images for testing. We use the MobileNet-v2 [28] as a
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Figure 3: Test error curves for ULS, SLS and reversed SLS with various average/uniform smoothing strength α.

Regularization α β
SVHN

Mean Lowest
None - - 5.49±0.18 5.27
ULS 0.1 - 5.21±0.10 5.11
SLS 0.1 0.2 5.11±0.14 4.92
ULS 0.2 - 5.30±0.04 5.25
SLS 0.2 0.6 5.19±0.14 5.01
ULS 0.3 - 5.24±0.09 5.10
SLS 0.3 0.4 5.15±0.11 5.02

Batchnorm+
None - - 4.28±0.02 4.26
ULS 0.1 - 4.01±0.09 3.95
SLS 0.1 0.2 3.97±0.04 3.91
ULS 0.2 - 4.12±0.12 3.95
SLS 0.2 0.4 4.01±0.11 3.91
ULS 0.3 - 4.01±0.12 3.90
SLS 0.3 0.4 4.00±0.10 3.88

Regularization α β
CIFAR-10

Mean Lowest
None - - 22.43±1.66 20.62
ULS 0.1 - 21.07±1.52 19.12
SLS 0.1 0.4 20.64±1.11 19.16
ULS 0.2 - 21.77±1.64 19.89
SLS 0.2 0.8 21.22±1.04 19.62
ULS 0.3 - 21.81±1.52 20.64
SLS 0.3 0.6 21.14±0.56 20.35

Batchnorm+
None - - 12.34±0.27 11.99
ULS 0.1 - 12.49±0.25 12.16
SLS 0.1 0.8 12.52±0.38 11.90
ULS 0.2 - 12.57±0.18 12.39
SLS 0.2 0.2 12.23±0.32 11.90
ULS 0.3 - 12.92±0.22 12.71
SLS 0.3 0.8 12.74±0.24 12.46

Regularization α β
CIFAR-100

Mean Lowest
None - - 57.39±2.06 55.48
ULS 0.1 - 58.89±3.42 55.52
SLS 0.1 0.6 56.27±1.55 55.16
ULS 0.2 - 55.09±1.13 53.46
SLS 0.2 0.8 56.85±2.14 55.01
ULS 0.3 - 54.26±1.44 53.23
SLS 0.3 0.8 54.00±2.23 52.26

Batchnorm+
None - - 37.83±0.24 37.45
ULS 0.1 - 38.30±0.82 37.26
SLS 0.1 0.4 38.03±0.85 37.16
ULS 0.2 - 37.77±0.50 37.22
SLS 0.2 0.4 37.24±0.70 36.64
ULS 0.3 - 38.25±0.31 37.82
SLS 0.3 0.6 38.13±0.57 37.20

Table 2: Test error rates (%) of training without regularization, with ULS and SLS for the real datasets. The best
performing algorithms are highlighted in bold for each smoothing strength α.

Figure 4: Cross-entropy on real test set along training
(with batch-normalization) for ULS and SLS with α = 0.2.

backbone architecture and train on the three datasets
100 epochs without regularization, with ULS and with
SLS for five times. We range α from 0.1-0.3 for ULS
and SLS. For the training without batch normalization,
we use the Adam optimizer with a learning rate 0.001
for the first 70 epochs and 0.0001 for the rest; for the
training with batch normalization, we use the SGD
optimizer with a learning rate of 0.1 for the first 70
epochs and 0.02 for the rest combined with momentum
of 0.9.

To estimate the BER bounds, we first train a simple
autoencoder for each dataset to reduce the data di-
mension to 256. Then we divide the training data for
SVHN, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 to 80, 64 and 48
clusters using k-Means clustering. Datasets with fewer
samples per class are divided into a smaller number of
clusters for better estimation of the BER lower bound.
In the multiclass case, we use (13) for BER bounds
estimation. Lastly, we compute α̂c with α ranging from
0.1-0.3 and β ranging from 0.2-1. We train the network
regularized by SLS using the same setting as the ULS
training. For each value of α, we train the network once
for all values of β. For the β with the lowest error rate
in that run, we further train the network an additional
four times. By evaluating on test data, we report the
mean and standard deviation of accuracy in Table 2
and the cross-entropy on the test data in Table 3.

In Table 2, we observe that training with SLS generally
has a lower test error rate than the model without
regularization and the model with ULS in terms of the
average test error and lowest test error. As expected,
the effect size is reduced after adding batch normaliza-
tion. With the same hyperparameters as in Table 2, we
also evaluated cross-entropy of the models on the test
data. The results shown in Table 3 indicate that SLS
achieves a lower cross-entropy and, as a result, is poten-
tially more robust than the model with ULS and the
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model without regularization. Representative trends
of the cross-entropy shown in Figure 4 reveal that the
cross-entropy for the model with SLS is consistently
lower than the model with ULS along the training.

Regularization α SVHN CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100
None - 0.7905 2.3823 8.5204
ULS 0.1 0.2922 0.7613 2.6632
SLS 0.1 0.2904 0.7415 2.4696
ULS 0.2 0.3881 0.8394 2.4891
SLS 0.2 0.3880 0.8144 2.5210
ULS 0.3 0.5019 0.9264 2.5606
SLS 0.3 0.5040 0.9091 2.4959

Batchnorm+
None - 0.3353 0.8431 2.7568
ULS 0.1 0.2411 0.5243 1.8344
SLS 0.1 0.2407 0.5205 1.8062
ULS 0.2 0.3480 0.5900 1.8834
SLS 0.2 0.3427 0.5822 1.8621
ULS 0.3 0.4694 0.6953 1.9945
SLS 0.3 0.4700 0.6897 1.9790

Table 3: Cross-entropy on test set without regularization,
with ULS and SLS for the real datasets. The best perform-
ing algorithms are highlighted in bold for each smoothing
strength α.

4.3 Additional Evidence for the Rationale
Behind SLS

We infer from (9) that the label smoothing strength
imposed on each cluster of the training data is supposed
to positively correlate with the BER to reduce the BER
bias. In this section, we provide additional evidence to
further show this and to show that the classifier learns
a more complex decision boundary in clusters where
the BER is higher.

The authors in [29] introduce the critical samples ratio
(CSR) to describe the complexity of the decision bound-
ary near a sample. Given a training example x, we
estimate the CSR by searching the proximate space of x
and label it a critical sample if there exists at least one
adversarial example x̂ nearby. Formally, x is a critical
sample if argmini Pθ(y = i|x) 6= argminj Pθ(y = j|x̂)
subject to ||x− x̂||∞ < r where r is the size of the box
around x and Pθ(y|x) is the model prediction probabil-
ity parameterized by θ. The intuition behind the CSR
is that the more critical samples exist in a dataset D,
the more complex the learned decision boundary by
the classifier.

We compute the CSR for each cluster of the SVHN,
CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 training sets by the
Langevin adversarial sample search (LASS) algorithm
in [29] to examine the complexity of the decision bound-
ary learned by MobileNet-v2 without any regularization.
Furthermore, for the clusterings of SVHN, CIFAR-10
and CIFAR-100 previously described, we compute the
error difference (ED) between test and training error,

SVHN CSR Test BER SLS1 SLS2 SLS3
CSR 1 0.6091 0.7704 0.6785 0.7503 0.7301
ED 0.6901 1 0.5329 0.5004 0.5350 0.5312
BER 0.7704 0.5329 1 0.8964 0.9196 0.9168
SLS1 0.6785 0.5004 0.8964 1 0.9687 0.9671
SLS2 0.7503 0.5350 0.9196 0.9687 1 0.9949
SLS2 0.7301 0.5312 0.9168 0.9671 0.9949 1

CIFAR-10 CSR Test BER SLS1 SLS2 SLS3
CSR 1 0.7574 0.7062 0.6911 0.5857 0.6847
ED 0.7574 1 0.5401 0.5300 0.4348 0.5388
BER 0.7052 0.5401 1 0.9923 0.9100 0.9911
SLS1 0.6911 0.5300 0.9923 1 0.9253 0.9976
SLS2 0.5857 0.4348 0.9100 0.9253 1 0.9196
SLS2 0.6847 0.5388 0.9911 0.9976 0.9196 1

CIFAR-100 CSR Test BER SLS1 SLS2 SLS3
CSR 1 0.7980 0.8500 0.6958 0.5803 0.7034
ED 0.7980 1 0.8127 0.7606 0.6975 0.7657
BER 0.8500 0.8127 1 0.8722 0.7634 0.8905
SLS1 0.6958 0.7606 0.8722 1 0.9591 0.9942
SLS2 0.5803 0.6975 0.7634 0.9591 1 0.9425
SLS2 0.7034 0.7657 0.8905 0.9942 0.9425 1

Table 4: Correlation matrices among CSR, error difference
(ED) between test error and training error, estimated BER
lower bound and three selected smoothing strengths 0.1
(SLS1), 0.2 (SLS2) and 0.3 (SLS3) of clusters for the real
datasets.

the BER bound, and the SLS for three values of α.

In Table 4, we show the pairwise correlation between
each of these values. We observe a relatively strong
positive correlation between the ED and the training
data CSR. This indicates that a higher complexity
decision boundary may be at higher risk for overfitting,
thus requires more regularization.

The estimated BER and the estimated smoothing
strengths also both positively correlate with the CSR
as shown in Table 4. This provides additional evidence
that SLS applies stronger regularization to regions of
the feature space where the learned decision boundary
is more complex. This also provides evidence that our
non-parametric estimator of the BER bound is useful,
despite the fact that it likely has a large bias. The high
correlation shows that it seems to capture the correct
trend by cluster; it is this trend that is important for
learning the optimal smoothing in each cluster.

5 Conclusions

We propose a novel data-dependent regularization
scheme called Structural Label Smoothing (SLS). SLS
is devised with the goal of using the data distribution
to mitigate adverse effects of label modification, while
retaining favorable regularization properties. Our reg-
ularization protocol clusters the training dataset, esti-
mates the BER of each cluster, and learns the smooth-
ing strength for each cluster. Experiments on both
synthetic and real datasets show the effectiveness of
our proposed SLS method.
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